
Welcome to Momo.  Feeling ready for the future?
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IMAGINATIVE RECORDINGS FOR GENTLEMEN AND WOMEN  [MOMO:BIO.]



Momo:tempo is independent creative, music maker and arty blighter, 
Timo Peach. And for Momo, music is like a little bit of traveling show.

Fusing influences from across electronic music, film and theatre, 
Momo sounds like no-one else you’ve covertly discovered. When his 
creative show rolls in, it doesn’t half feel like the beginning of a 
jolly entertaining – and unpredictable – adventure or two.

“Momo:tempo already know that 
cool is long dead and they’ve 
moved on.”
UNPEELED

The intro.



A crafted riot of beats, tunes and carefully chosen words, Momo’s 
terrifically eclectic music production outfit reflects influences from 
just about every corner of electronic music’s bleeping, sound-soaked 
spectrum. 

Electronic new wave or faintly baroque electro-clash, art-pop or new 
futurism? The funk and the syntwave sensibilities are held together with 
Momo’s trademark spoken word style and a few lush romantic melodies – 
making dance music to take you beyond the club and on to the theatre.

“fantastic. Casts a brighter, more   
dazzling light on the world…  
something completely imaginative  
and original.”
ALTSOUNDS The sound.



“like fantasy injected blood, pumping to all 
the parts that need remembering why life is 
so marvellous, complex and fascinating. What 
a beautiful assault of sound.”
LEE RAWLINGS, PHONIC FM

Thespionage, the long-awaited follow-up to 2010’s eclectic electro-pop 
voyage The Golden Age Of Exploration, is a record about ways of seeing. 
About stepping out of the shadows and about staying hidden in a little 
upstairs room, making music to save the world.

Pulling together iconic favourites, such as Undo, Nudge and Conspiracy, 
Thespionage showcases Momo’s ability to fuse the dancefloor with a 
cinematic imagination and a sense of art being all around you. Revealing a 
whole raft of new pieces bold, theatrical, playful and creative enough to 
challenge much you thought you knew about your everyday music life.

DISCOVER THESPIONAGE FOR YOURSELF >

The previous.

http://www.momotempo.co.uk/thespionage/


From art college student to apparently professional creative, 
Momo:tempo’s chief protagonist has spent his entire professional life 
essentially mucking about.

A producer, performer, designer, writer and presenter, based on the UK south 
coast in Bournemouth, Mr Peach’s many creative follies have fed a distinctive, 
playful Momo sound – as artistic contributor to a colourful range of creative 
projects and organisations around the UK and internationally. 

Setting up Momo in 2002 as the creative production house for both his 
design and musical work, Mr Peach’s many explorations, collaborations and 
commissions finally consolidated in Momo:tempo’s first official LP release in 
2010 – the fantastically ecclectic, The Golden Age of Exploration.

A champion of the central south creative scene for many years, bringing his unique 
live sound to some of the area’s favourite venues and nights – including a regional 
BBC live lounge set – his work as a music artist has heard him score for television, 
film, installations and theatre. A regular partner with Valise Noire Storytelling 
Theatre, he recently developed score and performance with them for their critically 
acclaimed maritime heritage project, Cargo. In his developing work as a speaker 
exploring socio-future issues, he produces the weekly podcast Unsee The Future 
and was asked to close the inaugural Open Sauce ideas initiative in October 2016, 
provocatively unveiling some of the themes of his forthcoming project under the 
title: Cursing the future: Coping with Now in 20 c-words. He even sometimes pops 
up at a number of the town’s regular poetry nights.

The bloke.



Live, Momo means howling horns, a bit of lively skins-beating over the 
beats and a lot of pulling faces at the front. And some big-ass tunes.

Momo:tempo’s Electro Pops Orchestra is a crackling line-up of actual 
proper performing talent – an often six-piece band featuring a three-part 
brass section, with live beats and percussion behind front man Timo Peach’s 
big vocals and distinctive spoken word wrynesses. A wide pool of players 
beyond each special show’s line-up that has between them worked with some 
of the biggest names in music. As well as Mr Peach.

GRAB A GLIMPSE OF MOMO LIVE >

“an energetic riot of grooves,
mixing singing and spoken word…
an electric performance”
BH BEAT

The shows.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RB9LEC-OAB4


No one sounds like anyone else, do they? Except they usually do, 
disappointingly. ..Except for Momo, of course.

Momo’s sound may involve a lot of old school dance music’s live sounds 
and draw on some of the sweep of cinema’s musical heritage, with brass 
and strings and percussion humanising the soundscapes, but the heart of 
Momo’s approach is electronic, exploring sound and story without 
boundaries, like the great synth heroes and electronic new wave. From 
Thomas Dolby to Beck, as Rock Regeneration put it: “If you crossed the 
madcap music of Yello with the Divine Comedy, with a sprinkling of 
Latino beats and a bit of Kraftwerk, you’d come somewhere close to 
where Momo:tempo are coming from”. 

“Nothing short of excellent…
superb imaginative music”
THE ROCK CLUB

The references.



“jam-packed with surprises – a wonderful 
journey of suspense and intrigue. truly, 
an original and unique work of art.”
ESSENTIALLY POP

Whether it’s a taste of the LPs that you fancy, or links to a whole range 
of damn-fool film moments and beautiful music, visit the home of 
Momo:tempo online.

Simply click here to pop straight to the homepage, and explore the 
links to Soundcloud, YouTube, Facebook, Twitter and Flickr.

The home.

http://www.momotempo.co.uk


For enquiries about bookings and commissions, or simply for 
a nice chat about something or other that takes your fancy, you can 
contact Mr Peach in a number of ways:

Call: 01202 433811
Email: studio@momtempo.co.uk
Tweet: @momotempo
Audition: Momo on Soundcloud
Watch: Some dithering how’s-your-father on YouTube
Plus: download a press pic or two here.
And: listen to Mr Peach blather on to BBC producer Kairen Kemp, Radio Reverb.

The essentials.

Peach attends the same musical  
school as those audaciously 
clever types able to ferment 
a brew flavoured by such a 
varied array of styles which 
shouldn’t sit easily with each 
other but by his creative hand 
manifests into a perversely 
peculiar pop calypso
THE SUNDAY EXPERIENCE“Like Timo’s personality the music 

is quirky, interesting and most 
of all unexpected.”
BOURNEMOUTH ECHO

“A mess of sound in magnifi-
cent 
disarray that never takes 
itself too seriously, whilst 
remaining slick, svelte and 

“There are loads of differ-
ent flavours – from seven-
ties disco, to Eastern vibes, 
through 
snippets of drum‘n’bass to 
more austere, dramatic themes 
and then those funky horns of 
course – it’s all here.”

“The Momo:tempo thing works 
on every level, if you want 
to get wasted and dance, if 
you want to tick off cul-
tural cross references, real 
and imagined, if you want to 
techie picky wallow in the 
professional excellence, even 
if you’re sad enough to want 
‘cool’. Momo:tempo is for 
you, they won’t even laugh 
at you, or not much, because 
Momo:tempo already know that 
cool is long dead and they’ve 
moved on.”
UNPEELED

“Should be bloody awful, but 
it isn’t. It’s great.”
WHISPERINANDHOLLERIN

“So unfeasibly daft it borders 
on infectious”
THE SUNDAY EXPERIENCE

mailto:studio%40momtempo.co.uk?subject=A%20hello%20to%20Momo
http://www.twitter.com/momotempo
https://soundcloud.com/momotempo
https://www.youtube.com/user/Momotempo
https://www.flickr.com/gp/momotempo/d54e8p
https://www.mixcloud.com/momotempo/momotempo-chats-to-kairen-kemp-on-radio-reverb-050513/


“When passion, obsession and sheer, 
f***ing naughtiness collide with tip-top 
clever bastard business, it’s going to 
be great and it is.”
UNPEELED

momotempo.co.uk
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